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Abstract  

Accessibility of biomedical and chemistry laboratories is essential to enable students and scientists with 

physical disabilities to actively participate in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 

educational, research and vocational activities. The Institute for Accessible Science (IAS) decided to address this 

need through accessibility driven renovation of a laboratory space at Purdue University known now as the 

Accessible Biomedical Immersion Laboratory (ABIL). In order to broaden the reach of this innovation, a 3-D 

computer simulation modeled after the physical space was conceived. This simulation was designed not only to 

provide persons with physical disabilities a training facility for practicing lab techniques but also to provide a test 

bed for studying laboratory accessibility and ergonomics. The 3-D ABIL simulation is freely available online 

through IAShub.org and provides a unique opportunity for individuals from disparate locations to visit and 

experience the space virtually. Users can explore ABIL’s lab work triangle and safety features from the first-person 

perspectives of standing, sitting in a wheelchair, or having limited vision. Future use of this simulation will be 

centered on enabling users to perform actual lab tasks from the aforementioned perspectives. 
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Introduction  

The use of 3-D simulation technology to aid persons with disabilities (PWDs) has been 

suggested since its inception. According to the literature, the focus of simulation technology has 

often been as a rehabilitation tool for chronic medical conditions, such as autism, cerebral palsy 

(Wang and Reid), traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Rose, Brooks, and Rizzo) and stroke (Holden). 

The development of 3-D architectural modeling software opened the door for the use of this 

technology outside the clinical realm for evaluating structural accessibility (Jimenez-Mixco et 

al). More recent work suggests simulation technology has been employed to train or pre-expose 

PWDs to hazardous, unfamiliar or physically taxing activities including street crossing (Wright 

and Wolery), driving, mobility aid use, even exercise (Erren-Wolters et al). The idea of using 

simulation technology to train individuals with disabilities how to manipulate equipment and 

navigate specialized environments to enhance their understanding and skill level is far less 

prevalent, underdeveloped in fact. 

Our interest in a 3-D simulation lies in its ability to simulate environments such as a 

biomedical laboratory. Through a laboratory simulation, we desire not only to expose PWDs to 

the field of lab research, but to assess how they work in this environment in order to design more 

ergonomic and accessible spaces and equipment. More than 10% of all postsecondary students 

have a disability and about 30% of these have mobility, visual or other physical impairments 

(NCES 2008). Although the participation of undergraduate students with disabilities (SWDs) in 

the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is comparable to that of 

their able-bodied peers, only a fraction of SWDs continue on to graduate studies and even fewer 

pursue laboratory-based doctorate degrees (National Science Foundation). A vast majority of 

interviewed SWDs indicated they chose not to pursue fields of study traditionally involving 
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intensive laboratory research, such as biomedical science, medicine, or biomedical engineering, 

due to perceived inaccessibility and “hands-on” laboratory requirements (Duerstock; Mansoor et 

al).  

We developed a 3-D simulation based on a physical "wet" lab space, known as the 

Accessible Biomedical Immersion Laboratory (ABIL) to combat this talent drain. This system 

allows us to 1) demonstrate the accessible features incorporated in this built environment, 2) 

provide alternate first-person perspectives within the space for wheelchair or standing users, and 

3) conduct a series of ergonomic workflow experiments by rearranging or modifying the virtual 

environment instead of having to alter the physical space. 

Methods 

Accessible Biomedical Immersion Laboratory (ABIL) 

An existing biomedical or "wet" laboratory space located at the Discovery Learning 

Research Center (DLRC) at Purdue University was used as a model for the simulation. This 

laboratory space, also known as ABIL, was built as a learning laboratory for interdisciplinary 

scientific projects and research. Working with the Office of University Architects in 2011, the 

IAS began accessible renovations of this unique educational space referencing the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA) building standards, participant recommendations, and the literature 

(Blake-Drucker; Smyser).   

Simulation Platform 

The virtual simulation was developed using the multiplatform authoring software, Unity 

Engine. The Unity Engine's rendering capabilities, graphical effects, and physics based handling 
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simplified the simulation of visual impairments and alternate navigation as well as demonstrated 

the complications caused by non-wheelchair accessible equipment. 

In order to construct the simulation, still pictures were taken of the different features 

within ABIL such as the lab work triangle and emergency shower/eyewash; then these were used 

to build an exact 3-D virtual model of the lab space (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. 3-D Rendering of ABIL 

The 3-D simulation consists of four paired lab workbenches, three fume hoods, and lab sinks, as 

well as a teacher’s lab workstation up front (right). 

Research Participant 

The physical accessibility of the architectural modifications was evaluated by a male with 

quadriplegia using anthropometric parameters, including arm reach, counter height, and depth 

and knee clearance. While using a power wheelchair to ambulate the space, the participant 

evaluated the accessible sink, fume hood, adjustable-height lab bench, as well as operation of the 

emergency shower/eyewash. 
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Results 

Lab Workspace Accessibility 

The modifications in ABIL focused on the architectural features necessary for performing 

typical biomedical laboratory techniques, a laboratory work triangle composed of lab bench, 

sink, and fume hood. As seen below, the lab sink was modified to support wheelchair user access 

by lowering the countertop and removing the cabinets underneath, providing leg clearance. A 

shallow sink with rear drain was installed to provide adequate knee clearance and enable the user 

to peer inside the sink. In addition, the faucets were mounted at the front edges of the sink to be 

within arms’ reach. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Physical Lab Sink to 3-D Rendering 

The left image shows the ABIL sink while the right is a capture from the simulation. 

First-Person Vantage Points 

In addition to demonstrating the accessibility modifications made to the actual ABIL 

environment, the simulation allows the user to navigate within the space from alternate 

perspectives. During initial development (Figure 3), two vantage points from the perspective of 

the simulation user were provided--one from that of an approximately 6 feet tall walking 
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individual and the other from an individual in a wheelchair. Differences in lines of sight were 

evident throughout the simulation experience but movement within was also considered for each 

perspective. Since wheelchair users cannot travel side to side, movement was constrained to 

forward and backward with rotation right or left, thus mimicking actual wheelchair navigation. 

 
Fig. 3.1. 3-D Simulation from Standing  

Image is from the vantage point of a standing person viewing the lab work triangle. 
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Fig. 3.2. 3-D Simulation from Wheelchair Perspectives 

Images depict a wheelchair user’s perspective of the lab work triangle and the height-adjustable 

workbench. 

Discussion 

 We were interested in introducing PWDs to the field of laboratory research by allowing 

them to explore a 3-D virtual representation of a typical biomedical laboratory. By being 

exposed to this environment in advance, PWDs gain an understanding of laboratory navigation, 

devise resolutions to physical barriers they may encounter, and attain an ease within this 

sometimes intimidating environment. In addition, we intend to utilize hub metrics and user 

feedback to generate a guide for accessible laboratory design, furthering our mission to promote 

inclusive laboratory science.  

 The Unity™ simulation platform, chosen for its versatility, will aid us in our future plans to 

develop more simulations such as an ergonomic simulation incorporating anthropometric data. 

As for this simulation, we intend to expand the navigational perspectives to include low vision. 

Furthermore, we intend to conduct ergonomic and space analyses within ABIL as PWDs perform 

common laboratory procedures, then incorporate this information within another simulation 
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enabling users to familiarize themselves with performing common laboratory experiments. We 

have already begun developing 3-D models of “wet” lab glassware and scientific instruments 

that will be manipulated by these simulation users. 
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